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-iWhen Aldous Huxley wrote Brave New World he predi~ted accurately many
i.·~·~·".J •

·nf~nts.Test-tube fertilization, the spread of narcotic drugs and the gro'wing power
':2""\; ~_;

J)u~~auracy were all mentioned in his predictions of a society 600 years hene,e.
C"-(" •. ,_ •

-an,try enough, he predicted that the calendar would be changed and the Brave New

~$~id date time by r~fere~ce to Ford. Henry Ford's dev'elopment of the mass
<~ .• -. .

'~~~otor car launched the consumer society of the United States, in earnest. The

'e 'of' mass production and consumerism ~ontinue~ to be felt in all parts of the

'.lievitably, the law, seeking to adjust the disputes and differences of society," .. '

-'C1s:to the world of the consumer.;;n--

,"",.,_::;~r~r_rhe'AustralianLaw Reform-Commission is apermanent body established by the'
--~'~,"!'-£i-,tl,'; - " '
:'ustralian Federal Parliament to assist the Government and the Parliam-ent in the review,

<lIT~i'';>_'- . , _', .
lJ1.9clern·isation and simplification of Federal laws. There are State law reform agenC!ies

..~-ith~,;simi1ar responsibility in the area of State-"1aws. In' July 1981 a meeting of the

~~~t,r~an, ~aw Reform. Agencies w~s held in Hobart. Among the participants in this

'-",orife~ehce were a number of overseas law reformers. The Fiji Law Reform Commissioner.' ",,'-'-;j!, <.-,', ,. - '- ,

-),h:cLtp~ Fiji Crown Solicitor took an active part in the- COllference. Proposals were made" ',,,,,~,.,,",, ", '

.~:~tS:::J}P?er co-operation betweenlaw reformers'in Australia and in the Pacific region.
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The Australian Law Reform Commission is a permanent body. It is established

in Sydney with full-~ime and part-time commissioners. There are 11 commissioners in all ,,-,;

comprising judges, barristers, solicitors and .law teachers. Some of the best lawyers in,

Australia have been appointed as commissioners. The present Governor-General of

Australia (Sir Zelman Cowen) and the'most recent appointment to the High Court of

Australia (Sir Gerard Brennan) were part-time commissioners. Sir Gerard Brennan was ncr-.

stranger to Fiji, having been involved as counsel in important litigation here.,

The Commission works on projects assigned to it by the

Attorney-General. To correct the bias- of its compositIon of lawyers, a

consultants is appointed in every project. The consultants- come from many walks of life

and from all parts of the country. They offer their service, free of charge, p~rti'cipating~'-:

with the law commissioners to improve Federal laws. Proposals are then ventilated before~:"

the whole Australian community by the use of pamphlets, discussion papers, r8dio'-~ "

television, talk-ba-ck programs, lectures, public hearings, seminars and publi~ opinio

polls. At the eJid of this process a report is prepared, with draft legislation attached. ThO

report must be tabled in Parliament by the Federal Attor"ne"y-General and' thus becorri~s',.'~~
";'~1'''''

public document. A number of the reports of the Commission have been adopted at a:~'

Federal, Territorial and State level in Australia. The process is therefore not jusi.
academic one. It is one designed to produce an actu81 improvement in the laws ;'ah'
practices of the' country, so that these will be more in tune with our time of rapid chali~le~" '
. -~

A ntimber of the projects given to the Australian Law Reform Commis~'fb -
. - - ~~

affect the consumer and the law. Notable 'amongst these are the projects concernedwft

consumer indebtedness, reform of insurance contracts involving consumer insurance, an'di

thedevelopm6tt' of class actions for the protecti'on ~f consum-er interests in courts of law)

I will deal with each of these projects in turn, although I acknOWledge that some' of iil~#W
may be of limited relevance only to the needS of Fiji. eo,

In Australia,. because of the Federal nature of the' Constitution, the majority

laws dealing ~ith the protection of consumers' interests are State laws and thtis'dO"""'no"

fall within the province of the Austr.alian Law Reform Commission. The Aust(aii.

market eConomy is at a different stage of development and its needs may notreri~e

those of Fiji, where the needs of the -consumer may well be quite different. It is necessar

to begin this piece with a frank acknOWledgement that laws developed in one country"ar

not easily transplanted into another country, at least without significant adjustment. NP:

only is this true of the attempts to adapt laws and practices developed in the unit~~
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*th~r'-different conditions of Australia. It is also tl"Ue of would be reformers

~'¥:f:-Australian ideas to a country such as 'Fiji. I must leave it to Fijian

;'"\i+~:thi;!ii"greater knowledge of the Fijian community and' current laws to
.",..-,,- .. , ,

'Y'<if- any) of the develo[)ments in Australia are 8[)t for conaitions in Fiji.

:o.-p~e_pr6ceeding to sketch the relevant work of the Austra.lian Law Reform

~:C:oiicerhirig consumers, it may be helpful to outline the phases through which::-".,..,_." .,,-

'ffort~·t(i:--reformconsumer protection law have passed during the last decade

)lEl;s'h~en suggested l that three distinct phases can be detected.

hase. In .the first' :phase, conciliation machinery is established to""",=c=....==
.~~~'e·-:'·;'inany· consumer disputes. This involves a. transition from 'reliance on the

·"f,inaLpressure.of a consumer protection bureau to binding decisions resulting

:';,~.·consumer claims tribunals. The conciliation. phase is generally supplemented

;,y6y;.-'-'p'~~.(~Llegislation designed to outlaw the most unacceptable selling technique~,
,J'1",.:~.~",., '--; .,-

:~::~~l!,ch>as ,mock auctions, inertia selling, pyramid sales schemes and referral selling.
,,:,~~"ii~"'-'- .,.'

:{;.i:'-~,~1}..~: ~,-::~vision o/"consurner protection agencies and tribunals to supplement the

,~:9F.?Jn~ry 'courts is a recognition of the fact that many consumers feel unable to
..,;,," ' ...",'

'<'-.t~".e.c: t~eir legitimate gr~evances to the courts either because of advers,ary

~:mH.~dures,- the need for representation, the costs and delays involved or a general

f>.'if:e~~.thatexists in some quarters 'about the court system.

~o/--#:t:-;.;t$~~st~tive law (?hase. The second (?hase is characterised by reform. of the

_~;'~~;~t;%tit!stan.tivelaw governing consumer transactions and their financing. The common

:_~)_?;"..:~i~¥,"i'Or, contract is seen as unsuitable .or inadequate to deal justly with the

>\t'~,,:,:>~c6ni.plaintsof consumers. The need for new laws to govern growing consumer credit

"·-';'::-:~:'~'~5has"promoted important suggestions for change. In recognition of the reali~ies of

'.CC' <·"h. mass :produced economy, law reform is pro(?osed to provide as between the

'<r':;:-'~pnsumer and the manufacturer' for manufacturers' warran~ies legislation, the

'-'{~:}provisionof implied terms and relief against misrepresentation or unconscionability

in· dealings between eonsumers and su(?pliers, and com(?rehensive consumer credit

"laws to deal with the relationship between' the consumer and the credit provider.

,'* ~Procedures phase. The third phase is reform of the law governing the procedures

for effectively enforcing consume.r claims. It is in this area that a proposal such as

.the reform of cou~t procedures to permit class actions may be seen.
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Different jurisdictions of Australia have reached different points in the

development towards consumer protection law reform. Some of the nine jurisdictions, an~

on my understanding Fiji,are still effectively in the first phase. Others have entered the:

second phase. Two jurisdictions (the Commonwealth and South Australia) are on the brin~

of the third phase.

'Obviously, the above sketch oversimplifies th~ complex developments made

more complex by the Federal organisation of Australia, where law reform rarely develops

on a broad front but often edges ahead, unevenly, from one jurisdiction to another.

Equally obviously, what is 'reform' if! the area of. consumersl rights_ and consumer

protections is distinctly a matter of opinion. Class actions, for ex~mple, have been seen

by supporters as a 'panaceal that will redress the inequality ~f the consumer in litigation

and the courts. Manufacturers described the procedure as 'business' final nightmare'.

Nevertheless, it may be helpful -to outline some of the recent developments in consum:~r

protection-law in. Australia. As things,change rapidly in this area, no more than a general

sketch can be proffered. The chief- developments I will refer to relate to those in the

areas of

* Manufacturers' warranties

* Misrepresentation

* Unconscionable of unjust contracts
..;'"

MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTIES

The c~mmon law rules of privity of contract, possibly apt for th"e time in whi.ch.

they were developed before the mass production of goods and services, frequently work_ed

an unjustice by standing in the way of -the re90very by the consumer from the domiltant

party with whom he may have had no direct contractual relationship but who

practical -term, responsible for the wrong complaint.2 The lead was given by South

Australia3 and the Australian Capital Territory4, whose laws permitted a consun:er

to sue the maker of a defective product for breach of a term of an implied statu~,?~y_~

'contract'. In this way, responsibility for the. defect was shifted from the retailer (who~ \,?a~L':·

often quite blameless) to the manufacturer. A different approach ~as taken in-~.S_!\~\

Where legislation provided that where a consumer sued a supplier, either party could a~plY: :':_.

to the court for the manufacturer to be joined.S It was left for the court to decId~;"

Whether to make an order (limited to the cost of remedying the defect in thego9ds);'·
against the manufacturer.6 - ,
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"p~ith~~n'of the South Australian legislation was followed in the Australian

l';q;y~-'-"p'~~te~tion by way of implied terms' was conferred.7 Equally

'\lc:tiori for damages could be found~d on an 'express warranty_'8 This was

:~~gt to face up to the 'reality ~f the modern consumer society. An texpress

':de.fined broadly as 'an undertaking, assertion or statement... the natural

t::~h'ibh is to' induce a reasonable purchaser to purchase the goods,.9 This

~~~:-;~~si;gned to address the reality of mass advertising as' a means by which

'f~~~'i;''[)romote the sale of their goods and services. AIr"eady, legislation has been

;;:;AJ~-tialia to provide for criminal and other sanctions in respect of misleading

~~~:rO'-:Th-e~'further step involves providing a private right of action where a
;;~:T,:~-f""'-"'-- .rr{ounting to an express warranty,- is decel?tive.

:?}::~$c~L--:.-.-

<"'_~, -:~n inquiry established by the Federal Government in Australia recommended

;:iricl~si~n,_ ~f manufacturers' warranties in the Federal Trade Practices Act. It

ort~l1he'-S~uthAustralian-and A.G.T. developments in these terms:
_~\:"':;:;":'~: i:;,~: .

"?ifitlP~::'\he manufacturer placing goods on the market in the first place who is

,;;~,~7:"'i~~fgei;:-- r~sponsible for the qUality of goods and the law should- require

": '-"fui3fl~k~~turers to be directly responsible for statutorily-imposed standards in
'<-::;':'d:~'" "'--'
reSpec~ of the quality of those goods. In consumer transactions covered by Division

.2 of;Part V of the Act, the law now imposes a standard of qual.ity to be met by

g~~s placed into trade or commerce. We do not accept that it is appropriate for

T;.'~liabiiity for a breach of that statutory standard to rest upon persons other than the

",ma.nufacturer simply because the consumer has no contractual nexus with' the

'fri:lti·{lifacturer. Of all the persons in the distributive chain, the manufacturer is the

-"?et~ril1: 'best placed to effect appropriate insurance against such liability and

':';{)b~i~uSiy the only person who can -adjust the manufacturing process to take

'~ccb'i.tnfof any persistent defects. II

.-'The committee added that the common law system- operated unfairly against

. the intermediate supplier, especially in r'egard to latent defects in packaged goods. It

noted,his ir:ability to obtain an indemnity where a manufacturer had protected-itself with

an ,appropriately widely worded exemption clause.I 2 The committee recommended that

the Act be amended to provide:
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* That a manufacturer or importer of goods is liable to a .consumer buyer, whether or

'not the consumer purchased the goods from the manufacturer, or to persons who

derived title to the goods through the buyer, for breach of any express warranties'

given ,by the manufacturer, or of implied warranties ,essentially of the same kind as

'those presently implied by the Trade Practices Act into contracts between a seller'

and a ·consumer buyer, but the manufacturer should not be liable for any breac,h .

that has been caused by an act or omission after the goods have left. the control of

the manufacturer; and

*. that this liability. upon the ma~ufacturer is to be concurrent with the liabilit.("

presently placed upon the actual seller, b.ut Where an actual seller incurs liability.,

to a consumer by reason of a breach of an implied warranty and the consumer cou~d".,.

have recovered similar damages against the manufacturer, the actual seller can-'

recover from the manufacturer an indemnity for his liability) 3....-

Following consideraple debate in consumer,. industry and political circles

Australian Federal Parliament ultimately adopted provisions in the Trade Practices

which SUbstantially enact the proposals of the Committee.l 4 D.irect .liability by a

manufacturer to a consumer is a legal phenomenon whose time has come. The rules of

privity Which stood i~ the way of such liability are not appropriate for a time of m~

production and distribution of goods and services supported by mass advertising by those

who produce them.

MISREPRESENTATION

A second area where it was recognised that the principles of the common-la\~ ..

were inadequate relates to misrepresentation inducing a c~ntract. The inSPirati~?·,.ior:~t_~~

reform comes from the Misrepresentation AcJ 1967 (U.K.). -That Act led to the ,;S6U.~r:'

Australian Misrepresentation Act 1971 and the Law Reform (Misrepresentation) Ordinan¢.~::

1977 of the A.C.T. The legislation gives any person the right to rescind the contract:;and;/

obtain damages for non-fraudulent misrepresentation, regardless of whether the contrB:c~~

has been performed or the misrepresentation had become a term of the contract.

The A.C.T.Ordinance went further than the U.K. legislation in the ~.i\~~,~7'

persons whose misrepresentation might be relevant. In addition to the parties, ~.o~1

contract, those who 'receive any direet or indirect consideration or material advantage~

a result of the formation of the contract' are bound.I 5 Again, this reform is simpr?:,~

recognition of modern marketing conditions. Many of the statements promoting the- s.:

of goods are not made by the supplier but by the manufacturer. Because exempt~-..i
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The A.C.T. Ordinance went further than the U.K. legislation in the r!('ngE';;.C'~ 

persons whose misrepresentation might be relevant. In addition to the parties, 

contract, those who 'receive any direct or indirect consideration or material adva:nt"ge>e' 

a result of the formation of the contract' are bound.l 5 Again, this reform is stnnp'y; 

recognition of modern marketing conditions. Many of the statements promoting the 

of goods are not made by the supplier but by the manufacturer. Because 
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"bec'o,~-e a- mechanism for allocating the insurance risk, these are controlled

rtt~(f;:"too~erate only Where it is 'fair and reasonable'.l6 O~e of the
.;,_:,:.,_"O,,_~.,... I

i(iS-;~h;-ich surrounded the passageo! this legislation related to who should bear

;:'i~b-~ri~ing the intent to deceive. In the result, the ordinary rule of the onus of

·,,:)~_~,\ti.e prosecution to prove" al). elements of the offence 'beyond a reasonable

~J:~-~v_erse'd. In the cc:ntext of consumer transactions this would 'appear to be

~1rno intent exists, the maker of the statement is in a -much better position to

:i:-,:ihan the prosecutor is to prove the opposite. A number of defences mollify the

~,/ __ t.th.~-reverse onus i'DelUding lreasonabie belief in truth', 'reasonable precautions'

'~~~Tl~~le lack of awareness of untruth'.17-:< ..

"'::< ..';. In ,October 1976, Professor John Peden of the MacquaI'ie Law School in Sydney

","e~~~~;;a;"report ,to the Minister for Consumer Affairs and the Attorney-General fo'r
:',;-;{J;~-" ~ _ .

•:Yf::~}I:Ie 'recommended enactment of a law dealing .with unconscionable contracts in

i-{~§?~th,:':;Wales.l8 SUbsequently the· N.S.W.Government secured the' passage of the

\,;~k~~<ieView Act 1980, assented to 00 15 April 1980.1 9 The Act's Long Title

J~t~~~jis::purposesto be 'the judicial review of certain contracts and the grant of relief

'esp-e¢t:ofharsh, oppressive, unconscionable or unjust contracts'.
/~~~~-i,~;-: - :,v'

~!'·"';';i,~~'_'''-..,r .
-,~·-~j'~~(.~-;.iln his' reporf; Professor Peden pointed out that it is 'just conceivable' that the

,~#m-<9ri,-:~Y~:,'!\' court, urged on by Lord Denoing2D would develop a doctrine of 'unequal

5~6~~inihg':'power' as a wider basis for voiding contracts.2l H~weVel', the line of

thority ,has been condemned as economically 'irrational'.22 The possibility of

-'~.!l~tralillJ'l-,courts following it and developing a coherent" scheme seems unlikely. For this

;~~;.~?~t.pr·ofessor pede~ favoured a statutory innovation, with a check-list ~f factors

'~~~rg~~d,t~ guide a court in deciding whether -a contract was unconscionable. Professor

-"f~~e~\s~gested his list.23 A ~imilar but less detailed list of factors had been proposed

.~:"i~::'~-earlier Law Reform (Harsh and Unconscionable G;ontract) Bill 1976 prepared for the

A-~st~alianCapital Territory by a working' party on consumer protection la.ws.

The Contracts Review Act permits the appropriate court in New South Wales

(~h,~~Upreme Court or District Court) where it:
'; .

finds a contract or a prC?vision of a contract to have been unjust in the

circumstances relating to the contract at the time it was made, the Court may, if

it consider it just to do so, and for t,he purpose of avoiding as far as possible an

unjust consequence or result, do anyone or more of the following:
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(a) it may decide to refuse to enforce any or. all of the provisions of the contract;

(b) it may m-ake an order declaring the contract void, in ~hole or in part; ,

(e) it may make an order varying in whole or in part, any provision of the contr8:ctj~~.~..

(d) it may, in relation to a land instrume~tJ make an .order for or with respect to ~:. _

requiring the execution of an instrument that -,

(i) varies, or has the effect of varying, the provisions of the land,~·-~

instrument; or

(ii) terminates or otherwise affects, or· has the effect of terminating or

otherwise affecting, the operation or effect of the land instrument.24

Without limiting the duty o(the court to have regard to the public interest and

to all circumstances of the case, a number of criteria are specified i~ the Contrac~s

Review Act to which the court is to have attention. These are:

(a) whether or not th~re was any material inequality in bargaining power betweel~.

the parties to the contract; .

(b) whether or not prior to or at the time the contract was made its provisions

were the SUbject of negotiation;

(c) whether or not it was reasonably practicable .for the party seeking relief under,"

this Act to negotiate for the alteration of or to reject any of the provisionsof:~'

the contrac1;;'"
.>"

(d) -whether or not any provisions of the contract impose conditions which are

unreasonably difficult to comply with or not reasonably necessary for the·~~'

protection of the legitimate interests of any party to the contract;

(e) whether or not -

(i) any party to the contract (other than a corporation) was not reasonably,"

able to protect his interests;?r

(ij) any person who represented any of the parties to the contract wasnoL..

reasonably .able to protect the interests of any party whom .he<.

represented,

because of his age or the state of his physical or mental capacity;

(f) the relative economic circumstances, ,educational background and literacy of-

en the parties to the contract (other than a corporation); and

(ii) any person who represented any of the parties to the contract;

(g). where the contract is wholly or partly in writing, the physical form of the.

contract, and the intelligibility of the language in which it is expressed;
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)~i;\y_hether or not and when inde[lendent legal or other expert advice was

;~~::'&biained by the party seeking relief under this Act;

If-::':'lheextEmt (if any) to which the provisions of the 'contract and their legal and

practic~l effect were accurately explained by Bny person to the party seeking

reilief under this Act, and wli.ether or not that party understood the ['rovisions

,/.c/';·arld their effect;

,vh,etJher any undue influence, unfair pressure or unfair tactics were exerted on

'or' used against the party seeking relief under this Ac-t

by any other party to the contract;

by any pers'on "acting or appearing or purporting to act for or on behalf

of any otherPB:l"ty to the contract; or

'by any person to the knowledge (at the time the contract wa.s made) of

any other p,arty to the contract or' of any person acting or app,earing or

purporting to act for or on behalf of any other party to the contract;

the conduct of the- parties to the proceedings in relation 'to similar contracts

courses of dealing to' which any of them has been a party; and

commercial or other setting, (?urpose and effect of the contract. 25

,,;'>It is too early to (?redict the operation of the Contracts Review Act 1980. It is

':understood·that the Act is before the Standing Committee' of Commonwealth and State

':~Attorneys,7'"GEmeralin Australia for consideration for adoption in other jurisdictionS.
-/ .~. " '

CONSUMER' INDEBTEDNESS AND CONSUMER INSURANCE

I now turn to the projects of the Australian Law Reform Commission which

have: special 'relevance to consumers and t:~e law. By a painful process, which has taken

manY'Years; Australia seems to be moving slOWly towards uniform credit- laws. Proposals
c c

to this"end' have been developed and have been under consideration for many years by the

Stahding,',Committee of Attorneys-General. Two jurisdictions have introduced laws based

on thepro~osals .. MeanWhile, the Australian Law Reform Commission has been looking at

the I?roblems that attend the failure of consumer credit, namely those faced by, consumers

in debt. The Commission has delivered one report on this subject.26 In further pursuit of

-the 'reference, it has also produced a discussion paper proposingiml?ortant changes to the

laws' by Which debts are recovered in Australia. 27
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The Commission's report proposed a simpli.fied procedure by which debtors

could pay their debts, aggregated, over a period of up to three years. The Commission

drew on the ex!?erience of the United States of America, the world's largest credit

economy, where schemes known as 'wage earner schemes' have operated successfully for

over 40 years. These schemes permit people who get into debt but have a -regular source

of income, to secure a short moratoriurri, receive counselling, organise their total debt

and then repay an appropriate ,sum to their creditors. The Australian ·Law Reform

Commission's proposals suggested a similar legal arrangement. In doing so, it faced up to

the reality of the modern expansion of credit and the reliance, nowadays, which creditors

quite properly make on the credit reference system as the principal ,means to protect

them against unreliable debtors. The report also addressed the need to take individual

debt not necessarily as a sign 'of deliberate moral CUlpability, but frequently as an

instance of the il1competence of a particular cons~mer debtor, to cope with the vastly

expanded credit available in todny's community.

Likewise, the Commission's project on insurance seeks to adjust the Australian

law governingi~urance contracts, to an age 'of mass produced consumer insurance. The

law governing the relations between an insurer and the insured was basically developed in

the 18th century, long before mass produced insurance poli~ies wer~ sold by radio and:

television to people of varying understanding and generally little inclina~ion' to read till"',"'"
policy terms. The imposition upon consumer insurance of ~is kind of' the obligations',;

worked out iit an earlier time, for quite different transactions, is scarcely just or

appropriate. Yet unless there is reform of the law in this area, the· law of insurance w,iU>::,<)

continue to operate in this way.

-The Australian Law Reform Commission has delivered one report on the sUbi.e~:f'h.~(;~

of insurance contracts.28 This report dealt wit-h the relationship between the

of insurance and the insurance intermediary (agent or broker). It made ,proposJ~s;'/~'J

. concerning the legal responsibility ·for and occupational regUlation of insur~ncJ~'-'>-;;?2

intermediaries. The Commission acknowledged three principles, each of them relevant _to ;',

. the consumer and the law. . .-

* Protecting innocent purchasers. Where losses occur as a result of the methodS used;;t:F

to market goods and 'services, the law should generally endeavour to spread the risk·"

of consequent losses among the whole body of purchasers rather than allow them t~r
fall randomly on those who· have acted in good faith and are directly and.:.·.

immediately affected by those losses.
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informed choice. As far as possible, the insured should be put in a

9r)0, make an informed jUdgment when purchasing insurance through an

~;_'~~~~y.. Where informed jUdgment may be inhibited by a lacl< of knowledge,

)Wt.{;ryention may be required to ensure that the relevant information is made

~~"""",~-,c::;o::;m=~.::e:;t::;it:.:i;:o:.:n. Forms of regulation which might have an

'~i~S?IT1P~titiveeffect on the insurance industry or on any section of it should be

1Qe<l,ZQ

Reform Commission proposed a regime by which insurers would

es",b~e:.'r_esponsible for the conduct of agents dealing with an insured, but a broker,
-"~"':-."' ,

,~]n~>6fthe insurer, would not be entitled to look to-the insurer for indemnity. To

~;'J:iher::;iimoc~nt insured, the Commission (;)ro(;)osed a scheme of occu(;)ational

'Y'~\:'i.br. :b~okers, trust account requirements and a. sy~tem of ,'compulsory_., ~.~.- '-, .

on8J:insurance for brok.ers. The Australian Government has announced that it will

~~;'~l~~iI1g along the lines pro(;)osed by the Commission.30 However, a number of

~'fg~~~~~'rri~nts,of differing political persuasion, have indicated their intention to do

:':Q:t~eth{~etter (;)rotection of the innocent insured. Furthermore, the Western Australian

""ffi~iji~t~~salready adopted legislation for the licensing of insurance brokers.3l

:;tt~?'/i~The re(;)ort o~llsurance intermediaries' is only the first phase of the Australian

:~~;:."R~tp.t:m C.ommission's recommendations on the reform of insurance contract law. A

~.~'>6nd,~~eR:0rt~ following a discussion' paper on the subject32 will deal with such matters

~h~ I?,rovision of comprehensible information on insurance to insura~ce purchasers

:tl}~.:~~view of the law of insurable interesJ and th~ principle of uberrima fides

'~l)~:co:mmencement,renewal and cancellation of jnsuran~e

-<~~~ tin~d~r-~nsurance,average, 'over-insurance, d()!1ble i~surance and subrogation

.exclusion from cover of insurance

sex.Ua1 and, other forms of discrimi~ation in insurance cover and ,premiums.

It ,is expected that the Commission's second report· on insurance will be

\·q.elivere,d early in 1982. It will not propose a different regime for consumer and

~;;nOi1';'.consumer insure:tce. However, it is necessary in reform of the law of insurance to

have regard .to the profound implications of the spread of consumer insurance and the.

involv~ment, as insureds, of very many ordinary citizens without any sophisticated

knOWledge of insurance law. Recognition of this reality has implications for the content of

ajust lB:w of insurance.
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CLASS ACTIONS

I now, 'briefly, turn to the subject of class actions, a project referred to the

Australian Law Reform Commission by the Federal Attorney-General in Australia. The

Commission has delivered a discussion paper on the subject, which has been widely

debated in all parts of Australia.~3 It plans to produce a report with recommendations

in 1982.

Let me start by explaining what a class action is. First, it is a legal procedure.

Strictly speaking, it creates no new legal rights, beyond those which ,exist at present. It

provides a me~s for the delivery of existing legal rights to many persons with identica~o~

like causes of action. It is a procedure by which one person or a group of determi.~e,~:;:

individuals can aggregate I.egal causes of action and, in the name of many persons

those causes of action to legal, determination. Whilst in most countries of the

law; including Au~tralia and ~iji, the law has insisted that actions for damages sh01,l1~ ,be

brought individually and not in th'eform of a representatiye or aggregate action, in,

United States a different course was followed. The class action was dev,eloped, precisely.:<._

tope:rmit the bringing of largescale 1itigat~on. Frequently, the amount at stake~_::.~

individually, would not have justifie:d the bringing of a legal.case. Everyone rec"Ogn~e~,

that at the" current costs of lawyers, there are many people who simply canno~ afford to

bring their grievances ~O" justice. Our system for delivery of justice is an expensive o.ne.
oY .

The class action is saId, by its supporters, to be a means by which a determined litigB.!l,~<{,/

can organise 'a class' and bring before the court not only his own claim but the aggrega,~~~c_{'~.

claim of all persons similarly affected. Individually, such cases would often not come tq:>~':?

the courts. Collectively and in aggregate, the amount at stake can sometimes be very_

significant.

The arguments for and against class actions are recounted in the A.ustra,li~n

Law Reform Commission's discussion paper. I will not repeat them. There is no doubt t_hat~
, - ;--'-,

the class action brings in its train problems which must be addressed in any attempt)<?

graft this American procedure on to a legal system such as that of Australia or Fiji. Ther_e:~

is the problem of the black~ai1 suit, the claim without moral.merit, the potential for,.

windfall benefits to unexpected plaintiffs and the growth of a litigious industry to t;~~__ ,

benefit of lawyers rather than their clients. There is also the suggestion that we "shO~~~:~~:

enhance other procedures for protecting consumers and potential class plaintiffs, SUCh~}lS~~f;

consumer protection authorities, consumer claims tribunals, voluntary recalls and soon.
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those causes of action to legal, determination. Whilst in most countries of the common::;:, 

law; including Au~tralia and ~iji, the law has insisted that actions for damages sh01,l1~ _be,.~:~ 

brought individually and not in the form of a representatiye or aggregate action, in th~c!-,". 

United States a different course was followed. The class action was dev,eloped, prI,ei:,ely·,. 

to pe:rmit the bringing of large scale litigat~on. Frequently, the amount at 

individually, would not have justifi€;d the bringing of a legal.case. Everyone reci?gn~es, '.: 

that at the' current costs of lawyers, there are many people who simply canno~ afford to 

bring their grievances to" justice. Our system for delivery of justice is an expensive one. 
oY . 

The class action is saId, by its supporters, to be a means by which a determined litigB9,~<;,' 

can organise 'a class' and bring before the court not only his own claim but the aggreg~~~~<::::~~' 

claim of all persons Similarly affected. Individually, such cases would often not come 

the courts. Collectively and in aggregate, the amount at stake can sometimes be very_ 

significant. 

The arguments for and against class actions are recounted in the A.ustra,li~n 

Law Reform Commission's discussion paper. I will not repeat them. There is no doubt t_hat. 
, ."-' 

the class action brings in its train problems which must be addressed in any attempt 

graft this American procedure on to a legal system such as that of Australia or Fiji. Ther.e_, 

is the problem of the blackmail suit, the claim without moral.merit, the potential 

windfall benefits to unexpected plaintiffs and the growth of a litigious industry t~ 

benefit of lawyers rather than their clients. There is also the suggestion that we ,sn.,wa,.,',; 
enhance other procedures for protecting consumers and potential class plaintiffs, SUl,n,"""" 
consumer protection authorities, consumer claims tribunals, voluntary recalls and so on. 
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eV'ertheless, the South Australian Law Reform Committee has recommended

d'a'cttonof class actions in that State.34 Although the proposal has not yet. been

-i~YbY-~-the South Australian Government, there is no suggestion that class actions

~ite'd--States will be repealed. The procedure has its problems. But a system of

'ri-ch~-contents itself with paper rights that we all know will frequently not be

.-Qbe:c"ause-it is too expensive, dilatory or frightening to get to the umpire, is not

-~r:'vifig-:6T respect. Much of the emphasis in future law reform will undoubtedly be

jr¢:ea~"0f--reform: of legal procedures and the delivery of justh::e. -Where a mass

~:W~1f~f-ti~erator contains a defect, the law ought to be able to find a way to 'mass
""~-·-:kR~h~:·:delivery of justice. Where a common legal problem exists, involving a-claim

". es, we ought to be able to find a way of promoting aggregate justice. It will not

.. lactory, in the mass produced, consumer society' today, for the law. alone t~ linger

)t~IY"~'\~ith the cr~ftman's remedies. Class actions may not be a pressing issuc' in Fiji•

.;~~th~;:ini:provement of the delivery of justice and in the means of getting people to

~'~.~·~dent determination of disputes, is a world wide issue and one which is, I would

\~~ri't~·-"asreievant to Fiji as it is to Australia.

_'D_"'- __,k:Pel<ine: municipality announcement recently declared tha~

C'ohsumer information has re!?laced women on colourful store signs and bill boards

.in an effort to develop a scientific attituge to purchasing.

Although I do not envisage quite so radical a development in Fiji or Australia, it

is','-,'surely'a, sign of the times that consumerism has reached the Peoples RepUblic. In the

U.nited States, Australia and other countries, the-tide of consumer protection legislation is

':'undoubtedly ebbing. ~t least for the time being, the high· point has been "reached' and

, l?assed. The watch-word for this decade would appear to be modesty in pUblic sector_

sp~l)-ding, -personnel and interference in market forces. But even; the chief advQcate of

fSmall,government', Professor Milton Friedman, acknowledges the n~ed, occasionally, to

.. have government intervention in order to protect the aggregate social good from the harm

toot carr,be done by an entirely unregulated economy. In 'his book, Free to Choose Milton

Friedman teaches:

-Freedom 'cannot be absolute. We live in an interdependent society. Some

restrictions on OUf freedom are necessary to avoid other, still worse,

restrictions...We should develop the practi~e of -examining both the benefits and

costs of proposed government interventions and require a very clear balance of

benefits over costs before adopting them~"35
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All law reform, including law reform designed to protect the consumer, will in

future have to do its sums .rather more carefully than in the past. Well meaning legislation

for consumer protection may not always be effective and it 'may sometimes be expensive

to .implement, to police and to enf?rce in thecQurts. In this paper, I have sought to

outline, in inevitably general language; the stages through which moves towards better;:,:.,;",.

consumer protection in Australiahave passed. I have outlined some of the tasks before th~:~<;/

Australian Law Reform Commission relevant to the consumer and the law. I mustleaveit-"- ..
to those who know much more about the economy and society of Fiji to determine how

:many of the Australian developments. are relevant for your situation. Gountries whi~h.

share the tradition of the ,common law qf England can learn from each other. That is the:)..::;;,,':

merit of the link of history. But each society must develop its laws to be in tune with the.;-;:::~T

economic and cultural values that are unique to each jurisdiction. In part, that is thct-'3,"':

challenge for law reform today.

FOOTNOTES

L K.P.. O'Connor, 'Consumer Law: Recent Reform Measures and Current Propos8lS

for Further Reform', unpUblished paper delivered to a Canberra Law 'Workshop~_.
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November 1976 contains comprehensive submission by the Department of- the~

Capital Territory on the Ordinance, Document 8, pp. 429-580.
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